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Abstract—A multiterminal dc (MTDC) grid has a number of ad-
vantages over traditional ac transmission. However, dc protection
is still one of the main technical issues holding back the expansion
of point-to-point dc links to MTDC networks. Most dc protection
strategies are based on dc circuit breakers; however, DCCBs are
still under development and their arrival to the market will come at
an unclear time and cost. Conversely, ac circuit breakers (ACCBs)
are readily available and represent a more economic alternative to
protect dc networks. Following this line, a protection strategy for
MTDC grids is proposed in this paper. This uses ACCBs for dc fault
current clearing and fast dc disconnectors for fault isolation. The
faulty link is correctly discriminated and isolated while communi-
cation links are not required. This strategy contributes to a reduced
network outage period as the nonfaulty links are out of operation
for a relatively short period of time and are restored in a progres-
sive manner. The effectiveness of the proposed strategy is tested in
PSCAD/EMTDC for pole-to-ground and pole-to-pole faults.

Index Terms—HVDC transmission, MTDC network, power sys-
tems dc protection, fault discrimination, ac circuit breakers.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE development of multi-terminal dc (MTDC) networks

brings several benefits. These include the possibility of

connecting islands to mainland networks, a wider access to

power markets and an increase in the security of electricity sup-

ply. For example, a meshed MTDC grid in the North Sea will

facilitate the exchange of reserves between the UK, Nordic and

Northern European countries, the integration of offshore wind

farms and access to a wider and more economic power market

[1]. However, a number of technical challenges are expected.

These include the coordinated control of converters from mul-

tiple vendors, limitations on the insulation level of dc cables,

current flow control in dc grid protection, and regulation and

standardisation issues [2].

A major technical barrier preventing the development of re-

liable MTDC grids is dc fault protection. This topic can be di-
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vided into dc protection devices and dc protection strategies [3].

Devices that will facilitate dc grid protection include dc circuit

breakers (DCCBs) and converters with fault current blocking

capability [4], [5]. Although DCCBs have been thoroughly in-

vestigated over the last years, the technology is commercially

available up to medium voltage range applications [6] but still

very limited for HVDC applications [7]. Converters with fault

blocking capability based on full-bridge submodules are com-

mercially available and their adoption could be beneficial for

schemes using overhead transmission lines [8]. However, the

major drawbacks of these converters arise from the higher con-

duction losses and investment cost in comparison to conven-

tional converters based on half-bridge submodules.

AC circuit breakers (ACCBs) have been employed to protect

point-to-point dc links [7] and MTDC grids [9]. Although they

constitute a mature technology, the main disadvantages of us-

ing ACCBs are their relatively long interruption time and the

temporary outage of the whole dc network.

The use of ACCBs for the protection of MTDC grids has been

examined in the literature. In the “handshaking” method [10],

fault clearance is achieved by the opening of ACCBs and fault

isolation is achieved using fast dc disconnectors (FDs) when the

current becomes zero. Grid restoration occurs with ACCBs re-

closing actions. A fixed time delay (e.g., 100 ms) due to ACCB

operation is considered as part of the process. However, if the

fault is not isolated within that period, the grid restoration pro-

cess may re-initiate the dc fault. To avoid this issue, a larger

delay would be required at the expense of increasing the outage

time of an MTDC grid –which may not be desirable.

In order to reduce the outage time of an MTDC grid protected

by ACCBs, a methodology is proposed in this paper. The algo-

rithm, referred here as progressive protection strategy (PPS),

uses ACCBs to clear dc faults and FDs to isolate dc links. The

PPS exploits the possibility of restoring parts of the network at

different times. Hence, power restoration might occur in a part

of the grid even if the faulty link is not completely isolated from

the dc grid. This way, the power transfer between ac systems

connected through dc links occurs faster in comparison to con-

ventional methods. Reduction of the MTDC grid outage time

brings additional benefits, including a reduction in the energy

not supplied, and a reduced impact on stability and frequency

deviations of adjacent ac systems [1], [11], [12]. Additionally,

fault discrimination is achieved locally and link communication

channels are not required.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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The application of the PPS in large MTDC grids may not

be suitable as it would lead to a power in-feed loss at a scale

that might not be acceptable to transmission system operators.

However, it represents a viable and economic option to protect

smaller sections of a large MTDC grid that is segregated into

small zones by DCCB operation [13].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II

describes the algorithm of the proposed protection strategy.

Section III describes the modeling of the MTDC network.

Section IV shows simulation results for pole-to-pole (P2P) and

pole-to-ground (P2Gnd) faults. Section V discusses back-up

protection, with Section VI addressing the performance of the

proposed algorithm against methods found in the literature.

The paper ends with a conclusion in Section VII.

II. PROGRESSIVE PROTECTION STRATEGY

The PPS algorithm, if adopted, should be implemented in ev-

ery busbar unit of an MTDC grid. Each unit will exchange data

with the neighboring dc relays, converter station and ACCB.

A busbar unit receives current and voltage measurements from

local dc relays, runs the PPS algorithm and, as necessary, sends

opening/closing orders to the associated ACCB and FDs to-

gether with blocking/de-blocking orders to the associated con-

verter. In the case of a dc fault, the PPS will detect it, discriminate

it and initiate a protection sequence of these units. This process

is described in detail in the following subsections. It should be

highlighted that since communication protocols for HVDC sta-

tions are yet to be standardized [3], their discussion is out of the

scope of this paper.

A. Fault Detection and Clearance

The fault detection criterion is based on link overcurrent or

undervoltage. An overcurrent or undervoltage typically takes

place within a very short time (e.g., 1 ms) after the arrival of

transient waves. The criterion is defined as:

Ip/n > 1.2 × Inom or |Vp/n | < 0.8 × Vnom (1)

where subscript p/n represents the positive or negative pole and

subscript nom the nominal value of current or voltage. The fault

detection thresholds have a deviation of 0.2 p.u. from the nom-

inal values. This considers an operational deviation component

of 0.1 p.u., which is, for example, an acceptable deviation for

a temporary undervoltage [14]. Additionally, a safety margin of

0.1 p.u. is included to consider potential noise and precision er-

rors from sensors. This way, the overall fault detection threshold

of 0.2 p.u. is added to (or subtracted from) the overcurrent or

undervoltage thresholds. These thresholds are expected to lead

to fault detection independently of the dc grid configuration.

After fault detection, three actions occur in parallel: the block-

ing of the associated converter (if in de-blocked mode), the open-

ing of the associated ACCB, and fault discrimination. The con-

verter blocking action protects internal power electronic com-

ponents while preventing submodule capacitors discharging to

the dc fault. This action does not interrupt the fault current

path as an ac infeed occurs through the diodes in half-bridge

based converters. In addition, a converter blocks in the case of

overcurrent detection in the positive or negative pole, regardless

Fig. 1. Selection of potential FDs with (a) dc current curves and (b) dc current
derivative function with positive and negative threshold.

of the orders from the PPS. Fault interruption occurs with the

opening of ACCBs. Both of these orders have a delay of 2 ms

assumed for data acquisition, processing, coding and decoding

of analogue-digital signals, and data transfer.

B. Fault Discrimination Based on Current

The fault discrimination process relies on the identification

of ‘potential’ and ‘non-potential’ FDs. ‘Potential’ FDs include

those placed in the faulty link and a few in non-faulty links.

This implies that the fault location is partially discriminated at

this stage. ‘Non-potential’ FDs are identified as those placed in

non-faulty links.

Identification of the ‘potential’ FDs is based on two criteria

employing the sign and magnitude of the dc fault current. Cur-

rent is assumed as positive if it flows from a busbar to a dc link.

After the start of a fault, if the sign of the derivative of the dc

current on a link L becomes positive, the fault might be internal

to that link as determined by (2). Conversely, if the sign becomes

negative, the fault is external to that link, as determined by (3).

Notice that the classification of ‘potential’ and ‘non-potential’

FD occurs with the first transgression of either threshold dItrh

or −dItrh .

dIL

dt
> dItrh (2)

dIL

dt
< −dItrh (3)

In (2) and (3), the threshold dItrh is considered to analyze the

dc current sign while neglecting potential noise. The threshold is

assumed to be 0.03 p.u./ms, which was selected after performing

extensive computer simulations. It should be emphasized that

this value is larger than the observed noise. Without it, the

current sign criterion might not be applicable as the potential

measured noise may lead to random positive or negative values

of dc current derivatives.

It should be noticed that the current derivative sign may be

positive in more than one link connected to the same busbar. To

identify the most suitable ‘potential’ FD, a current magnitude

criterion is used. The FD that exhibits the largest positive current

derivative is defined as ‘potential’. The remaining FDs associ-

ated to the same busbar unit are classified as ‘non-potential’.

In the case of parallel dc links, multiple FDs may be classified

as ‘potential’. In the unlikely case that a dc current does not

transgress thresholds dItrh or −dItrh , the FDs are classified as

‘non-potential’ by default.

Fig. 1 illustrates a simple three-terminal dc network. Consid-

ering a fault on Link 12, Busbar Unit 2 selects one ‘potential’

FD based on current measurements on Relays 21 and 23. Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. Selection of potential FDs with (a) dc current curves and (b) dc current
derivative function with positive and negative threshold.

Fig. 3. Generic dc fault current behavior.

illustrates the dc line currents on the positive poles of the two

links (‘Ip21’ and ‘Ip23’) and their derivatives (‘dIp21’ and

‘dIp23’).

The positive sign of the current derivative ‘d21p’ indicates a

current increase from Busbar 2 to Link 12. Hence, according

to (2), FD 21 is classified as ‘potential’ when current derivative

‘dIp21’ transgresses dItrh . On the other hand, according to (3),

FD 23 is classified as ‘non-potential’ when ‘dIp23’ transgresses

−dItrh . According to this criterion, FDs 12 and 32 are also

classified as ‘potential’.

C. Fault Isolation

Following ACCBs opening operations, dc fault current Idc

starts to decay to zero. The decaying time is dependent on the

fault current I0 at the clearance instant and on the equivalent

resistance R and inductance L of the fault discharge path. This

can be mathematically expressed as:

Idc(t) = I0 e−
R
L t (4)

The time constant (L/R) is larger for a low impedance fault,

which constitutes the most common fault type [15]. Once the

dc line currents decay below the residual breaking capability of

the FDs, all of these devices open. This operation is achieved

following a period of tens of milliseconds to seconds.

Fig. 3 illustrates a generic dc fault current profile. In this case,

converter blocking occurs just after fault detection. The ACCB

opening occurs with a delay of approximately 50 ms after fault

detection. Once the dc fault decays to nearly zero, which in this

case occurs approximately 250 ms after the start of the fault, the

FDs are able to open.

The decaying behavior of the dc fault current delays the iso-

lation actions and, consequently, holds up the grid recovery

process. This is a major constraint for MTDC grid equipment

relying on ACCBs for protection. However, this shortcoming is

partially mitigated by the PPS by reducing the overall network

outage time.

D. Grid Restoration: Reclosing ‘Non-Potential’ FDs

Once all FDs associated to a busbar unit are opened, the

discriminative reclosing operation starts. Grid restoration oc-

curs with three actions. Firstly, ‘non-potential’ FDs receive a

reclosing order once a ‘potential’ FD opens. FDs are required

to remain in open mode for a minimum period of time ∆tis .

In order to avoid the reclosing of an FD before the opening

of the FD at the other link end, a time lag is considered. This

period of time is assumed as 10 ms in case of P2P faults and

as 40 ms for P2Gnd faults. The reason for a larger waiting time

in P2Gnd faults is due to an additional overvoltage suppression

operation. This action is performed using a resistive discharge

circuit whose principles are detailed in Section IV-B1.

Secondly, an ACCB receives a reclosing order after the re-

closing operation of any FD associated to the same busbar unit.

The latter action restores the dc side voltage in non-faulty dc

links.

Lastly, a converter receives a de-blocking order once the fol-

lowing criteria are met:

1) The ACCB is closed;

2) The P2P voltage has recovered to above 0.7 p.u.;

3) The positive and negative P2Gnd voltages have recovered

to ± 0.3 p.u.

The converter will be de-blocked after the ACCB reclos-

ing operation is concluded to prevent harmful switching tran-

sients. With these requirements, the de-blocking starts typically

≈10 ms after an ACCB reclosing operation. The resuming op-

eration of ACCBs and converters allows the re-establishment of

the nominal voltage in non-faulty links of the dc network.

E. Fault Discrimination Based on Voltage

Voltage magnitudes are considered for discriminating ‘poten-

tial’ FDs placed at faulty and non-faulty links. The ‘potential’

FDs are classified as external to the faulty link if the dc voltage

meets one of two possible criteria. The first criterion is based

on dc link voltage recovery:

Vpn > 0.9 p.u., Vp > 0.3 p.u., and Vn < −0.3 p.u. (5)

where Vpn is the P2P link voltage, Vp the positive pole voltage

and Vn the negative pole voltage. The thresholds in (5) have

been defined after analyzing the dc voltage recovery following

an extensive number of simulations of the test system. These

values should be bespoke for each specific MTDC grid project.

The second criterion is based on the overvoltage suppression

in non-faulty links, which is necessary for P2Gnd faults (see

Section IV-B1). This discrimination criterion is based on the

overvoltage drop to zero, which occurs at one link end with

the aid of a discharging circuit associated to ‘non-potential’

FDs. In the other link end, if a ‘potential’ FD is present, it

is discriminated (i.e., it is as external to the faulty link). The

overvoltage suppression does not occur quickly at the faulty link

as the FDs at both link terminals are classified as ‘potential’.
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Fig. 4. Detailed flowchart of the PPS for an individual busbar unit.

In summary, if the dc voltage recovers in a link where a

‘potential’ FD is placed, the fault is external to such a link

irrespectively of the type of fault. If the voltage does not recover,

then the fault is internal to such link.

F. Grid Restoration: Reclosing ‘Potential’ FDs

The ‘potential’ FDs classified as external to the faulty link

(see Section II-E) receive a reclosing order. If the ac grid has

not yet been restored, the actions at this stage include the ACCB

reclosing and converter de-blocking operation.

At this point, all ACCBs have been reclosed, the converters

have been de-blocked and the FDs placed at non-faulty links

have been reclosed. The faulty link remains isolated by the open

mode of the ‘potential’ FDs placed at each link end.

G. Summary of the PPS

Fig. 4 shows a comprehensive flowchart of the PPS. The

sequence of actions is summarized as follows:

1) DC fault detection.

2) Initial protective actions:

a) Converter blocking order;

b) Identify ‘potential’ and ‘non-potential’ FDs;

c) ACCB opening order.

Fig. 5. MTDC grid case study showing the location of the fault scenarios.

TABLE I
CABLE PARAMETERS

Layer Material r [mm] ρ [Ω/m] εr [−] µr [−]

Core Copper 25.2 1.72 × 10−8 1 1
Insulation XPLE 45.2 − 2.3 1

Sheath Lead 48 2.2 × 10−7 1 1
Insulation XPLE 53 − 2.3 1

3) FDs opening operation.

4) Ground switch operation if overvoltage is detected.

5) Grid restoration I:

a) Reclose ‘non-potential’ FDs;

b) Reclose ACCB;

c) De-block converter.

6) Evaluate voltage restoration.

7) Grid restoration II:

a) Reclose ‘potential’ FDs;

b) Reclose ACCB (if open);

c) De-block converter (if blocked).

III. DC GRID CASE STUDY

The four-terminal dc network shown in Fig. 5 is used to

assess the proposed algorithm. The system has a symmetrical

monopole configuration with a P2P dc voltage of 400 kV. A half-

bridge modular multi-level converter (MMC) is employed. The

detailed equivalent model (DEM), classified as Type 4 model

by CIGRE [6], is used. This is suitable for transient studies in

which internal access to submodules is not required.

The dc grid operation principle is based on a master-slave

scheme, where Converter 2 operates in a dc voltage mode while

the remaining converters employ an active power mode. Ir-

respectively of the adopted scheme for converter control, the

performance of the PPS algorithm following fault detection is

expected to be similar. The reader is referred to [6] for a more

detailed description of the control schemes.

Underground cables and overhead lines (OHLs) are employed

as dc links. These are modeled as frequency dependent (phase)

models and are based on the tower configuration and cable de-

sign of two real projects [16], [17]. The dc voltage is scaled to

±200 kV as suggested in [18]. The parameters of the under-

ground cables are provided in Table I, where r represents the

outer radius, ρ the resistivity, εr the relative permittivity and µr

the relative permeability.

Grounding points are placed on the ac side by means of a

star inductance with a high impedance earthing arrangement
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TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Unit

Converter model DEM, Type 4 [-]
DC voltage ± 200 [kV]
Submodules per arm 200 [−]
Submodule resistance (on) 0.908 [mΩ]
Converter arm inductor 100 [mH]
Link end inductor 10 [mH]
FD operation 10 [ms]
ACCB operation time ≈50 [ms]

Link 12 OHL 200 [km]
Link 23/24/14 Cable 100/150/100 [km]

Per Unit Base Voltage 400 [kV]
Per Unit Base Current 2 [kA]

[19]. Additionally, the cable sheath layer is connected to ground

via a low ohmic path. The second conductor sheath (armour)

is neglected in the model due to the influence of the ground

connection of the first sheath, as detailed in [20].

In line with the proposed PPS algorithm, ACCBs are the fault

interruption devices considered in this study. These make use of

the zero crossing point at each cycle to open. The ACCB opera-

tion takes approximately 2.5 ac cycles (50 ms). ACCBs include

pre-inserted soft-start resistors which reduce the magnitude of

the inrush currents. These resistors are not necessary for the cor-

rect operation of the PPS but shall be present for high-voltage

applications.

Due to the relatively slow operation of ACCBs, converters

based on half-bridge submodules must be able to temporarily

withstand high fault currents (e.g., 3 p.u.). Design considerations

that reduce potential high currents include the large rating of

arm inductors, which reduces the current rate of change and the

current magnitude at the interruption instant [21]. To protect the

converter’s diodes, a protective bypass switch and/or a thyristor

is additionally fired during the fault, allowing most of the current

to flow through the bypass device and not through the diodes [6].

The short-circuit ratio (SCR) also plays a role on the ac current

infeed during a dc fault. A reduced SCR leads to a smaller ac

current infeed through the converter’s arms [22]. Thus, with a

proper design, converters are able to withstand high currents

due to a dc fault.

FDs are off-load devices with a short operation time of a few

to tens of milliseconds. These can be designed following two

approaches. Firstly, a mechanical switch (such as an ACCB)

could be used, which is able to open within a few tens of mil-

liseconds. Secondly, an ultra-fast mechanical switch as in [23]

could be used, which is able to open within 2 ms. In order to

have a compromise between these two approaches, a 10 ms op-

erational time is assumed. In terms of current interruption, a

residual braking capability is expected. In this paper, the resid-

ual braking capability of FDs is assumed as 30 A. A summary

of the system parameters is given in Table II.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Two fault cases are used to test the PPS (see Fig. 5). In the first

case, a P2P fault occurs on Link 12, 20 km away from dc Relay

Fig. 6. State of (a) converters, (b) ACCBs and (c) FDs for the P2P fault case.

21 with a fault impedance of 0.5 Ω. In the second case, a P2Gnd

fault occurs in the middle of Link 24 with a fault impedance of

5 Ω. The fault location or fault impedance value does not affect

the behavior of the PPS as the algorithm is only sensitive to the

fault detection criteria (overcurrent or undervoltage in (1)) and

FD classification based on the rate of change of current (in (2)

and (3)).

A. Pole-to-Pole Fault

A P2P fault occurs at 1 s and is detected within 1 ms after

the arrival of transient waves. Considering that link propaga-

tion delay occurs, fault detection is achieved in all dc relays

within 3 ms after the start of the fault. This is Step 1 in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6 illustrates a time window of the whole fault clearance,

isolation and grid restoration process. The thick lines represent

the blocking of converters, opening of ACCBs and opening of

FDs. Fig. 7 shows the positive pole dc current and voltage in

a number of dc relays and the current output of the convert-

ers. As it can be seen in Fig. 6(a), the converters are blocked

within a few milliseconds after the start of the fault (Step 2a

in Fig. 4).

In the identification process (Step 2b), each busbar unit clas-

sifies the FDs as ‘potential’ or ‘non-potential’. The ‘potential’

FDs, which exhibit a positive sign of current (as defined by (2)),

are FDs 12, 21, 32 and 42. In Fig. 7(a), the dc currents that have

an increasing behavior shortly after 1 s are associated with ‘po-

tential’ FDs. Curve ‘I14p’, associated to FD 14, has a decreasing

behavior which relates to a negative sign of the current deriva-

tive (as given by (3)). With this criterion, FDs 14, 41, 23 and 24

are classified as ‘non-potential’. The opening order of ACCBs

occurs after fault detection (Step 2c) but the opening operation

occurs only at ≈55 ms following the dc fault [see Fig. 6(b)].

From this instant, the dc current starts to decay to zero at the dc

links and converters, as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (c).
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Fig. 7. (a) DC link currents, (b) dc links voltage and (c) dc converter current
for the P2P fault case.

In Step 3, the opening operation of FDs occurs once the dc

fault current decays to nearly zero. The opening and reclosing

times are illustrated in Fig. 6(c). For instance, ‘FD14’ in Fig. 6(c)

opens once ‘I14p’ in Fig. 7(a) reaches a nearly zero magnitude,

which occurs at ≈1.15 s. However, ‘FD21’, associated with dc

current ‘I21p’, is able to open only at a later stage at ≈1.38 s.

Step 4 is not applicable for P2P faults as there is no dc over-

voltage. This will be described in the P2Gnd fault case.

All FDs associated to Busbar Units 1 and 4 (FDs 12, 14, 41

and 42) open at ≈1.15 $ s as shown in Fig. 6(c). As a result, Step

5 starts in these busbars. Firstly, ‘non-potential’ FDs 14 and 41

receive a reclosing order (Step 5a). This leads to the restoration

of Link 14. Then, in Step 5b, ACCBs 1 and 4 reclose at ≈1.25 s

[see Fig. 6(b)]. From the reclosing of the pre-inserted resistor

at ACCBs 1 and 4, a dc current flows through the uncontrolled

diodes and rises the dc voltage of Link 14 to ‘V14p’ in Fig. 7(a).

In Step 5c, Converters 1 and 4 de-block [see Fig. 6(a)]. At

this instant (≈1.25 s), the power flow on Link 14 restores as

evidenced by ‘I14p’ and ‘V14p’ in Fig. 7(a) and (b). Restoration

of Link 14 occurs before isolation of faulty Link 12 (≈1.28 s).

At ≈1.28 s, FDs 21, 23 and 32 open [see Fig. 6(c)]. As all

FDs associated to Busbar Unit 2 are open, Step 5 starts (this

step has already been concluded for Busbar Units 1 and 4). At

Busbar Unit 2, ‘non-potential’ FDs 23 and 24 reclose (Step 5a),

ACCB 2 recloses (Step 5b), and Converter 2 de-blocks (Step 5c).

These actions are represented by the changes of thick to thin

lines of ‘FD23’, ‘FD24’, ‘ACCB2’ and ‘C2blk’ in Fig. 6. Such

actions lead to voltage restoration at non-faulty Links 23 and

24 at ≈1.35 s [see Fig. 7(b)]. At Busbar Unit 3, Step 5 is not

applicable as there are no ‘non-potential’ FDs.

Step 6 relates to the discrimination of ‘potential’ FDs placed

at faulty links (FDs 12 and 21) and at non-faulty links (FDs 32

and 42). Voltage restoration occurs next to ‘potential’ FDs 32

and 42 as seen by ‘V32p’ and ‘V42p’ at ≈1.35 s in Fig. 7(b).

Fig. 8. Configuration of a ground switch.

As result, Step 7 starts at Busbar Units 3 and 4 (associated to

FDs 32 and 42, respectively).

Step 7 relates to grid restoration actions. In Step 7a, ‘poten-

tial’ FDs 32 and 42 reclose (≈1.38 s in Fig. 6(c)). These are

discriminated in Step 6. At this instant, the protection algorithm

terminates in Busbar Unit 4 as all devices are reclosed and Con-

verter 4 is de-blocked. In Busbar Unit 3, the ac grid is not yet

restored. Hence, in Step 7b ACCB 3 recloses and in Step 7c

Converter 3 de-blocks (‘ACCB3’ and ‘C3blk’ in Fig. 6(b)

and (a)). Following these actions, the protection algorithm ter-

minates for Busbar Unit 3. In Busbar Units 1 and 2, the voltage

does not restore on Link 12 and the fault is discriminated as

internal to their ‘potential’ FDs 12 and 21.

By the end, only those FDs placed on the faulty link are in

open state. The fault is discriminated and the non-faulty part

of the dc grid is recovered in a progressive manner. Link 14

is restored at approximately 1.25 s while remaining non-faulty

links are restored at approximately 1.35 s.

B. Pole-to-Ground Fault

A P2Gnd fault in a symmetrical monopole network causes

the voltage collapse in the faulty pole while the voltage in the

healthy pole moves towards twice the nominal value. The over-

voltage and voltage unbalance must be suppressed before the

re-start up of the dc network. Although overvoltage decays natu-

rally to zero, this process can last for hundreds of milliseconds to

seconds. In order to accelerate this process, resistive discharge

circuits are considered at each link end. These have the func-

tion to discharge quickly the energy from the pole exhibiting

overvoltage to ground.

1) Resistive Discharge Circuits: These are based on

switches connecting each pole to ground through a resistor,

as shown in Fig. 8. A ground switch (GSP , GSN ) and a dis-

charging resistor (Rgs) are considered at each link end.

Ground switches are normally in an open state. After the

opening operation of the fast dc disconnector (at both the pos-

itive and negative poles), the switch closes if a P2Gnd fault is

detected and if it is associated to a ‘non-potential’ disconnec-

tor (as in Step 2b in Fig. 4). The switches re-open once the dc

current flowing through the discharge resistor decays below a

residual value. Once the switch re-opens, the operation of the

associated dc disconnector is resumed.

The switches opening/closing actions have a delay of 10 ms.

The smaller the size of resistor Rgs , the shorter the time it

requires to discharge the link energy at the expense of a higher

peak current. Assuming a maximum peak of 4 kA, a 50 Ω
resistor is considered.

2) P2Gnd Fault Case: The fault starts at 1 s. Fault detec-

tion is achieved within a few milliseconds after the start of
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Fig. 9. State of (a) the converters, (b) ACCBs, (c) FDs and (d) grounding
switches for the P2Gnd fault case.

the fault (Step 1 in Fig. 4). As a consequence, the converter

blocking orders (Step 2a), the identification of ‘potential’ and

‘non-potential’ FDs (Step 2b) and the ACCB opening orders

(Step 2c) are set. Fig. 9 shows the device operations during the

fault clearance, isolation and grid recovery actions. These in-

clude the blocking of converters, the opening of ACCBs, open-

ing of FDs and the closing operation of a number of ground

switches. Fig. 10 shows a number of signals during application

of the protection strategy, including current and voltage mea-

surements in a number of dc relays and the dc current output at

each converter.

In Step 2b, FDs 14, 24, 32 and 42 are identified as ‘potential’.

These exhibit a positive sign of current derivative after the start

of the fault as seen by the increasing behavior of dc current

(e.g., ‘I42p’ in Fig. 10(a)). FDs 12, 21, 32 and 41 are identi-

fied as ‘non-potential’ since they feature a negative sign of the

current derivative (3) as seen by the decreasing behavior of dc

current following the arrival of transient waves (e.g., ‘I41p’ in

Fig. 10(a)).

In Step 3, the disconnector opening operations at ≈1.07 s

are shown in Fig. 9(c). For P2Gnd faults, FDs shall be in open

mode for a minimum time period, assumed as 40 ms. During

this period, the opening and reclosing operation of grounding

switches is performed.

In Step 4, the grounding switches in the non-faulty links are

closed as seen in Fig. 9(d). This operation drives the overvoltage

at the non-faulty pole to zero as seen at ≈1.08 s by, for example,

’V41n’ in Fig. 10(c).

Steps 5 and 6 occur in parallel for P2Gnd faults. In Step 5a,

‘non-potential’ FDs reclose. This is represented by a change

from thick to thin line of ‘FD12’, ‘FD21’, ‘FD32’ and ‘FD41’

Fig. 10. (a) DC link currents, (b) dc voltage on positive pole, (c) dc voltage
on negative pole and (d) dc converter current for the P2Gnd fault case.

in Fig. 9(c). In Step 6, ‘potential’ FDs 14 and 32 are classified

as external to the faulty link as the overvoltage is suppressed,

as shown by ‘Vn32’ and ‘V41n’ (Link 14) in Fig. 10(c). As a

consequence, Step 7 starts. Hence, ‘potential’ FDs 14 and 32

reclose (‘FD14’ and ‘FD32’ in Fig. 9(c)).

The reclosing of a dc disconnector leads to an ACCB reclosing

order (Steps 5b and 7b), as shown in Fig. 9(b). This is followed

by dc grid re-energization as observed at ≈1.18 s by ‘V32p’

and ‘V32n’ in Fig. 10(b) and (c). The next action comprises

the converter de-blocking (Steps 5c and 7c) at ≈1.19 s [see

Fig. 9(a)].

At this instant (≈1.18 s), the PPS is terminated at all bus-

bar units. The dc voltage on faulty Link 24 does not recover

or exhibit a quick overvoltage suppression. As a consequence,

‘potential’ FDs 24 and 42 are classified as internal to faulty Link

24. Other FDs reclose due to the discrimination criteria achieved

in Steps 2b and 6 (see Fig. 4).

For P2Gnd faults, the recovery of the MTDC network occurs

within 200 ms after the start of the fault. The clearance process

for these faults is faster than for P2P faults mainly due to two

reasons. Firstly, during the voltage shift transient period in sym-

metrical monopole networks, the dc fault current experiences an

oscillation that may not lead to an overcurrent [12]. Secondly,
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Fig. 11. Isolation failure and back-up interlock signal in a Busbar Unit.

Fig. 12. State of FDs considering failure of dc disconnector 12 (P2P fault case
of Section IV-A).

the high grounding impedance at the ac converter side consti-

tutes a part of the fault discharge path and, therefore, increases

the current decay rate in comparison to P2P faults [19], [22].

It should be highlighted that due to the slow operation of

ACCBs, both P2Gnd and P2P faults require a considerable time

to be cleared. This leads the converter current to increase for a

few tens of milliseconds (e.g., up to 3 p.u. in the P2P case, as

shown in Fig. 7(c)). This may not be acceptable in practical ap-

plications and, as a result, a compromise must be made between

limiting the magnitude of the ac current infeed to reduce the

converter rating and the design of converters to withstand high

currents. Means to balance these two aspects have been briefly

discussed in Section III.

V. BACK-UP PROTECTION

Protection schemes need to ensure safety even in the case of

failure of protection devices. Fig. 11 illustrates a mal-operation

case of a dc disconnector. FD 1 fails to open and FDs 2 and 3

must provide back-up protection. With the PPS, opening of all

FDs ensures fault isolation even in case of disconnector failure.

Hence, ‘FD2’ and ‘FD3’ open and remain in open mode until

the opening of ‘potential’ FD 1. As FD 1 remains in closed

mode, the back-up FDs do not reclose and isolate the fault from

the grid downstream.

The mal-operation of FDs is tested with the proposed PPS.

The P2P fault case (Section IV-A) is repeated while FD 12 is

ordered to remain in the close state. Back-up protection shall be

ensured by the opening of FD 14. Fig. 12 shows the results for

this fault case, where FD 12 remains in close state (thin line)

and FD 14 is kept open with the PPS. As it can be observed, the

fault is isolated and only Links 12 and 14 are out of operation.

Links 23 and 42 have all FDs reclosed, leading to partial dc grid

restoration.

It should be highlighted that the ACCB and converter of the

busbar unit associated to the disconnector in failure operation

Fig. 13. (a) DC link current and (b) disconnector opening state with the
“handshaking” based strategy without ACCB reclosing.

remain isolated from the network as not all FDs open. Hence,

the PPS ensures back-up protection in the case of failure of FDs

at the faulty link.

VI. COMPARISON WITH OTHER PROTECTION METHODS

A. Performance of PPS Against the “Handshaking” Method

In the conventional “handshaking” method, network restora-

tion occurs after a time delay (assumed as 100 ms) following the

opening of a disconnector [10], [24]. This time is considered due

to the operation of ACCBs. The fault must be isolated within this

time after opening the first disconnector in a network. If fault

isolation is not ensured, grid re-energization might re-initiate

the dc fault. Such a restoration failure event is likely to happen

if a disconnector opens more than 100 ms later than any other

disconnector.

Fig. 13 shows the dc current and the state of FDs when a

P2P fault occurs on Link 12 at 20 km from Relay 12 and the

“handshaking” method is employed. Notice that grid restoration

is not performed. This method would require the opening of

‘potential’ FDs, which in this case are FDs 12, 21, 32 and 41

(‘FD12’ ‘FD21’ ‘FD32’ ‘FD41’ in Fig. 11(b)). In this method,

ACCB 2 would be reclosed 100 ms after the opening of ‘FD21’

at ≈1.21 s. However, with such operation, the dc current from

Converter 2 would feed the dc fault, leading the opening of FDs

to fail. In order to avoid an increase in dc fault current, a time

delay larger than 100 ms would be necessary to reclose ACCB 2.

In the PPS approach, the reclosing of ACCB 2 would occur

only after the opening of all FDs associated to Busbar Unit 2

and after the reclosing of one of these FDs. For this reason,

the grid restoration would not compromise the fault isolation

process independently of the opening time of the FDs.

It should be highlighted that while the “handshaking” method

was not conceived to deal with failure of isolation devices, the

PPS includes back-up protection (Section V). This capability

ensures a higher reliability of the PPS in comparison to the

“handshaking” method.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the opening and reclosing times for the PPS vs com-
munication based strategy.

B. Comparison of PPS With a Communication-Based Strategy

A communication-based strategy is considered for protection

of a network equipped with ACCBs as dc fault clearance devices.

In this strategy, fault detection and fault isolation remain as in

the PPS algorithm. The fault discrimination signals are achieved

through a current difference algorithm [25]. All FDs receive an

opening order. The reclosing order, if discriminated as external

to the faulty link, is set after the opening of the ‘potential’

disconnector. This way, the progressive grid restoration seen in

the PPS is also achieved with the communication-based strategy.

Conversely, the opening order of only those FDs discriminated

as internal to the faulty link would result in grid restoration at a

later stage, which is a disadvantage against the PPS.

The P2P fault case in Section IV-A is repeated while the fault

discrimination criterion is modified to meet the current differ-

ence algorithm presented in [25]. Fig. 14 illustrates a compari-

son between the opening of FDs with the PPS (in black) and the

communication-based strategy (in grey). It is observed that the

reclosing times of ‘potential’ placed at non-faulty dc links (FDs

32 and 42) are shorter with the communication-based strategy.

Hence, communication algorithms allow to re-close these FDs

without having to wait for the discriminative criterion based on

the link voltage restoration. The links associated to these FDs,

Links 23 and 24, are being restored approximately 80 ms earlier.

This time delay corresponds to the ACCB reclosure operation,

link re-energization and processing delay. Hence, link commu-

nication brings benefits in terms of reduction of grid outage after

a P2P fault.

In the case of a P2Gnd fault, the fault is discriminated with

current direction (as described in Section II-B) and quick over-

voltage suppression detection at the non-faulty links (second

criterion in Section II-E). In the communication-based strat-

egy, fault discrimination occurs at an early stage. However, for

P2Gnd faults, dc grid re-energization occurs at a similar time as

with the PPS given that this is only possible after overvoltage

suppression actions. Due to this, the faulty link is discriminated

with both the PPS and the communication-based strategy at

the same time. Hence, there is no grid outage reduction when

communication is employed.

It should be emphasized that the use of communication re-

quires a greater investment cost. There is also the possibility of

mal-operation events. The arguably marginal advantages that the

communication-based method brings over the PPS make of the

latter an interesting and effective alternative for the protection

of MTDC grids.

VII. CONCLUSION

When ACCBs are used to clear dc side faults, P2P and P2Gnd

faults lead to a temporary outage of the whole dc network. A

novel protection strategy has been proposed to reduce the grid

outage time through the progressive restoration of the dc grid.

The proposed strategy is able to detect a dc fault, discriminate

the faulty link and restore non-faulty links in a progressive

manner. Each FD is ordered to reclose in a step-by-step basis.

The opening and reclosing operation of ACCBs and FDs is

controlled in a busbar unit, while link communication is not

required. Hence, such unit could be easily adapted to different

dc grid configurations, making the PPS a robust and flexible

strategy.

Benefits of the PPS include fault clearance with economic

ACCBs, avoidance of dc link communication channels, a limited

time of power outage in the dc network and a guaranteed back-

up protection. Grid restoration is faster in comparison to the

“handshaking” method as it does not rely on the faulty link

isolation time. The PPS has the ability to restore non-faulty dc

links even if the faulty link is not completely isolated from the

network. This reduces grid outage time.

Simulation results have illustrated the application of the PPS

for two types of faults. For a P2Gnd fault, the dc network can

be restored within 200 ms. In the case of a P2P fault, the grid

outage ranges from hundreds of milliseconds to seconds as this

depends on the dc fault current decay behavior.
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